
Assistant One Mind Dogs Coach Stefanie 

Rainer and Grace Heck Agility Seminars 

Saturday – Sunday, Feb. 16 – 17, 2019 

Stefanie Rainer is an accomplished dog 
agility handler and teacher.  She is also a 
judge for the American Kennel Club and 
UK Agility International.  With 17 years of 
experience, she has been competing and 
achieving new goals since she was seven-
years-old.  Stefanie has earned many ti-
tles on multiple breeds including a Papil-
lion, Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, and 
three Border Collies.  Stefanie actively 
competes in AKC, USDAA, and UKI 
events with her Border Collies Nike and 
Believe. 

Stefanie has developed her own style of 
teaching with the guidance and expertise 
of her mother, Renee.  She honed her 
teaching style under the mentorship of 
renowned dog trainer, Diane Bau-
man.  Stefanie frequently attends semi-
nars to stay current on the latest agility 
trends.  During 2013, Stefanie had the 
opportunity to work with One Mind Dog’s 
leading coaches Jaakko Suoknuuti & Jani-
ta Leinonen.  At first, learning anything 
new can seem daunting, but Stefanie and 
her dogs quickly adapted to this new form 
of communication.  Stefanie learned to 
see from the dog’s point of view and she 
and her dogs benefited from it.  Stefanie 
was recently named as a One Mind Dog 
Assistant Coach.  She enjoys sharing her 
knowledge and love of the sport with her 
students. 

Handling Techniques with Grace (Sat 2/16) 

Learn the more advanced handling techniques you will need to navigate Internation-
al style courses, including how to handle wraps, slices, threadles, and backsides.  We 
will break each technique down into its individual components, then use them in 
sequences.  We will also discuss when and where to use each technique, as well as 
considerations for individual teams.  Dogs must be at least 6 months of age at the 
time of this seminar and sequencing 8-10 obstacles.  Jumps and tunnels will be use. 

Novice/Young dog sequencing with Stefanie (Sun 2/17) 
Spend the day training with Stefanie on short sequences. Only jumps and tunnels 
will be used in this seminar. We will focus on analyzing dogs lines and finding the 
most efficient route on course. You will learn when, why, and how to incorporate 
particular handling techniques into a sequence and practice multiple handling tech-
niques throughout the day to assure that your team has all of the necessary tools in 
the toolbox. Sequences will be approximately 8-10 obstacles long. Dogs must me at 
least 6 months of age at the time of this seminar. Other prerequisites include having 
trained with Stefanie or taken another OneMind Dog seminar with a certified in-
structor or coach within the last 6 months or worked in Grace Heck’s handling tech-
nique seminar the day prior.  

Masters Coursework with Stefanie (Sat 2/16) 
Spend the day training with Stefanie on masters to international level courses. In 
this seminar we will focus on analyzing dogs lines and finding the most efficient 
route on course. Stefanie will help you determine which handling techniques are 
best suited for you and your dog to help you achieve optimal results. 
This seminar will be appropriate for dogs currently competing at the open level or 
higher. 

Handling in Tight Spaces with Grace (Sun 2/17) 

Spend the day training with Grace on short sequences that will challenge your dis-
crimination skills and emphasize precision in cueing your handling plan.  We will also 
discuss how to keep  dogs moving and engaged as you navigate tight courses.  This 
seminar is appropriate for Masters level dogs, or those who have taken Stefanie’s 
Masters Coursework seminar the day prior.  Jumps, tunnels, and weave poles will be 
used. 

Grace Heck focuses on building strong 
team dynamics, and mutual team growth 
through an understanding of your dog’s 
needs, and deeper cognitive connections. 

She is passionate about helping dogs and 
handlers to communicate more clearly, 
and eliminate frustration behaviors. 

Grace is currently competing with her first 
agility dog Riley at the Master’s level in 
AKC and USDAA. She also has a Corgi 
Mix and a young Border Collie in training. 

Max. 8 working spots per group, $350 

working spot both days, $150 auditing 

both days.  Both rings will be indoors, 

climate controlled, on mats. 

Preference will be given to those 

regis-tering for the full weekend, if 

spots re-main, registration will be 

opened for single day registrations

Seminars will be held at PCOTC 

Address: 220 Ferris Avenue, White 
Plains, NY 10603 

Please click the link and fill out the survey to request registration 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScvawY6lAUvWqroh4ubg7pR9qLv7kTrW7TVo24vjJYcJX9J9Q/viewform?usp=sf_link

